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Civil War.
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improvements.
Both were appropriately quite rigorous
in their comments, but my daughter called one evening,
clearly concerned that I might feel hurt or even angry
at the page after page of red-pencilled
recommendations.
I still treasure her apologetic,
"Dad, remember that you did the same thing for us when
we were younger!"
And secondly, although I have always taken
seriously the responsibility to be what has been called
a producer and dispenser of specialized knowledge, I
have always regarded myself, in a career stretching
over more than half a century, primarily as a teacher
and indeed have taken my greatest satisfaction from
that vocation.
I have never been able quite to
understand my colleagues - none of them, of course,
members of the Literary club - who have regarded
teaching as a chore, the price they had to pay in order
to get on with their "real work", the grinding out of
sometimes important, sometimes trivial bits of
scholarly writing.
So let me indulge myself in the middle of my ninth
decade with a few more or less unsystematic
recollections that admittedly are not likely to add to
our store of wisdom, but somehow have remained in my
memory over the years.
Of the many students who crossed my path a couple
come quickly to mind. Eugenia Palmegiano was a feisty
little Italian young woman - she was less than five
feet tall - who came from a devoutly Catholic family.
A graduate of Georgian Court College, a denominational
women's college which had never - ever - sent a
graduate student to Rutgers, she was the niece of a
Monsignor who served under Bishop Auer of the Trenton
diocese.
Neither her uncle nor the bishop had been
kindly disposed towards Rutgers, especially when it was
transformed into the state university of New Jersey,
but Eugenia tactfully but firmly insisted on going her
own way.
In good time she did a fine thesis under my
direction and became, not only the first woman PhD in
the history of the Rutgers History Department, but also
the first woman faculty member at St. Peter's College
when it followed the trend of the times and became a
co-educational institution. The sequel. Eugenia's
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World War II,
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for a while and then said, "We ca::'::' :.:.=s:_-.-es
Christian college.
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?ra==~::'
:.::ey:-::' it
of f, and Herman has had a fin e caree:::- as a . 'e __ - _ ed
professor at St. Peter's.
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r , : cr =:::a= Da er,
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My fi r st full-time teachi ng . b ~as ~._ :939 here
at the University of Cincinnati bef re : we!'} - 'p 0
Chicago to do my PhD.
Bill Voge l was -a: ~::g a year' s
leave to complete his own PhD at Harvard a __ ' Reginald
McGrane, whom many of you kne w, a sked e :~
in for
Bill by t e aching both European and America~ e
0 ic
history, about which I knew little, to engi~eering and
commerce students who didn't really want e so_are
even that little with them .
I occup i e d a n == ice with
Professor McGrane and one day an agita ted yo _g , a
came charging in brandishing a paper in his :_a ._ ',
"I
don't care what you do to me, Dr. McGrane,
~c = want
you to know.
Two years ago you gave my fra:.er~~~
brother a B on this paper and you've on
g~~e~ ~e a C
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minus. McGrane looked up quietly:
"Well, you see how
my standards have improved!1I - and the young man slunk
out of the room with his tail between his legs.
Lesson
learned.
We academics, like others in our society, tend to
take ourselves fairly seriously. Whether our students
have the same perspective is another story. At Rutgers
in my early years there we taught the introductory
European history course in small sections of about
twenty to twenty - five students. Each of us had a great
deal of leeway in what he - there were no IIshes", since
the undergraduate college at Rutgers was an all - male
enclave at the time - a great deal of leeway in what we
taught, but we did agree on a more or less standard
curriculum and a common final semester exam.
For that
exam, we all gathered in the old gymnasium and placed
at the front of the room a dozen or so cardboard boxes
into which the students dropped their completed blue
books. Near the end of the two - hour period a student
from my class came up to the front and paced somewhat
tentatively before our fancy cardboard boxes.
Finally,
I went up to him and inquired what the trouble might
be.
1I1'm looking for your box and I can't find it.1I "Here it is, written large enough for anyone to see."
- "Oh, is your name Winkler?
I thought it was
Maloney! "
Perhaps it is just as well that some students
think it's Maloney rather than Winkler. They may not
be affected quite so much by the unexpected
consequences of what we say. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,
in the first volume of his memoirs quotes a poem by
Geoffey Strickland.
It is called "The Dying Scholar's
Confession" and goes like this:
Now I am about to die and the secret
Of my ignorance dies with me.
That I put it over them the more discerning
Guessed, their eyes told me, but how much I fool e d
them
None will ever know. My secret dies with me.
Fortunately they thought of me only as a good
show,
One of the more stimulating lecturers.
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tenure as an administrator at Rutgers. Braun went on
to say:
"Odd he should mention Henry Winkle r.
In the
1960's Winkler was one of Rutgers' most famous
professors.
Faculty and students from other colleges
crowded in to hear the historian's lectures on Nazi
Germany; they often left weeping. He was colorful,
impassioned, brilliant." The sense of those words was
precisely what made me pause after a few years and
eventually to give up the set piece of the lecture on
Nazi Germany.
I had prepared it - remember that this
was long before courses on the Holocaust had become
standard fare in American universities - because I felt
it imperative for students to have some feel for what
it must have been like to live in a Europe under the
whip of one of the most evil regimes in all of modern
history.
But as we approached the end of the sixties I
suspected that the lecture was more and more being
heard as theater, with the emphasis on the performance
rather than on the vital substance of what I was trying
to convey . There was a moral issue here.
Somehow, I
decided, I would have to find other ways, in the era of
Stalinist savagery and Hitlerian madness, to help
students understand the realities of the brutal century
in which they lived.
So I changed the format - for
better or worse, I can't really say.
Because of my academic interests, we have spent a
good deal of time in the United Kingdom, above all in
London, but also in Oxford, Cambridge, Manchester, and
other places where materials were available to be
studied.
In 1954-55, for example, I received a
Fulbright prof es sorship at the London Schoo l of
Economics. We found a flat in suburban Wimbledon about
a block from the Common and four or five from the AllEngland Tennis Club.
The apartment was the second
floor - we would call it the third - of a cavernous
Victorian house - five rooms, each opening up from a
large central hall and each warmed, if that is the
word, by a different form of heating.
I can still
picture Taylor Milne, then the Director of the
Institute of Historical Research of the University of
London, standing with his back to the fireplace in our
living room, explaining that the pained expression
found on the faces of so many middle class Englishmen
was because they spent so much time standing as he did
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:~e 3~~:~5~ :.a~~
a _ style
was augmented by another :~s~g~= p~o~~ded b
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children. Allan was then e~ y ea~s :d a~- ~i s sister
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3e aU5e - at was
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small independent school L ~'-~:::b:ed ~ ca: 2.ed
e
Rowans.
Since we had no car , ~e a:so arra.ged for the
Headmistress of the s choo =r~~s~~r: -~e c i dren,
along with four or fiv e 0
.A
5 'l
which defied all reas onab e =e r:.o:og~ a: expec ations
by getting its pass engers
-~e sc~o~: a~a oac
all
through the year wi thout ser_ ~s ~~c~de~=.
~e
afternoon, I left LSE ear_ ~ a::e~i a c~~c~e~ a ch
between The Rowans and a.
~= =~e e~d of
the match, Ms. Wic kam - Wic ~e , =~e ~~~~ :s ca::e
ercame charging up to me.
She was a ~e:e~ ~~~~~s ~ cype,
solid, chunky, wea ring hea
·ee~s a~d e::r..:a:2.
heavy
and sensible low - h eeled s aes , ~' :':':: ::er c:":"'''1..''1ed air
flying in all directi ons.
n ~ , ?r""':essor ~';i k er, II she
exclaimed, "wasn't Allan w .-":er: ~=-?
g
she was
going to say :
"He knoc ked :-:e ::e__ ~= 0:: the ball,"
o r some such thing.
In stead , ~= ~as:
" 5 ch poi s e,
such grace, such dignit y! " = :.::~:--...:< : ' _ 1 ry that on
Bob Huggins one of thes e da 5.

=·. .

At the School of Ec ono :. s = was fortunate in the
space I was given. W.A . Ro' s ~
' e" hi s
colleagues called him - I w
arp- - was a
distinguished Public Admin ' s-ra::. ~ s_ecia ist who was
off in India for the yea r e:'p':':-:g _-ehru' s government
make the administrative tra s:'t:
British rule .
r was assigned to his office a~- sed ' i s desk which
had been owned by Sidney Webb, n - o .. e of y favorite
characters I but an impo rta t :" gure i
.e i te lectual
and political history of twenc ' ech - ce~t ry Britain.
r
also inherited Heather Cleat er, a co for ab e middleaged lady who, as Robs on's secretary , ad ittle to do
in his absence and so u rged me to g~ e er as much work
as I could drum up fr om whate ver ' t was I was engaged
in.
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The offi c e was in a corridor that also housed the
rooms of T.S. Ashton, a pioneer in the study of the
effects of the early Industrial Revolution on Great
Britain, and Richard Tawney, the distinguished author
of Religion and the Rise of Capitalism and The
Acquisitive Society, both of which had an enormous
influence on the study of early modern society. Ashton
and Tawney were both well along in years by this time,
and while each was kind to the American neophyte
deposited on their doorstep, it was from the third
inhab it ant of the corridor that I learned the most.
H.L. Beales was a social and political historian of
nineteenth -cen tury Britain, an editor of the Political
Quarterly, active in Labour Party politics, but above
all a marvelous teacher. He lived to be one hundred
and while he published relatively little, it was said
that his students published a substantial share of the
important works in the life of nineteenth - century
England. However that might be, I learned more sitting
in his office day after day than I believe I learned in
all my years of graduate study and apprenticeship.

It wasn't all heavy and serious either.
One
afternoon he tol d me a story about the examination of
A.M. McBriar, the author of a very good book on Fabian
Socialism and English Politics. Originally the book
was his doctoral thesis at Oxford and on his committee
were Sir Charles Webster, one of the giants of
diplomatic history, and R.C.K. Ensor, the author of the
1870 - 1914 volume in the old Oxford History of England.
There was a third examiner, but I have forgotten who he
was. When it was over and the examiners were having a
drink, Ensor who had been active in the Fabian Society,
turned to the other two and said, "That's a very bright
young man, but he's all wrong about the reasons for the
split between H.G. Wells and the rest of us." McBrian
had followed the accepted wisdom which outlined a clash
between Wells, who wanted the Fabians to become a mass
party, and others, like George Bernard Shaw and the
Webbo, who saw it 8R a small, even elite, pressure
group, permeating and influencing the major parties in
the country.
Ensor went on, "The real reason was that
he was sleeping with all our wives, and we really
didn't like it."
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Winkler describes and my re c':' : e==.:.== l5 ~::a::. ac ' fism
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Alan Taylor countered:
II
•...as
a::'s_ a -,.. :' :. .. ;: a
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I I --e ," responded, "I won't a rgue ::.::a~ ::-e:;a:.:se : ' - so:r.ew ere
between the two of you I' ::e::essa.=~ ::' ~~g::~ b - as a
matter of fact I am right. - ~~=~e=:::e= , ~- Na s a good
evening, except that I a
s= :~-=e ~= ~ =e d~ge - l'ke
guest room of Corpus Chris::..:. ~=':'':'e~e :;= ~ ::a::. ?ebruary
night.
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A. J . P. Taylor is t he ::_ ... _ __ e~ ~s:. ~ian = k ow
to have had three biograp l es ''Y ~=~e= a=::::~~ ::l= wi in
about ten years of his dea ::. ~e == ==e ~ l =ao.ers
tells a favorite story.
'Le= ~ a:.-:'::~ ''Y- ~e ~ ::e
e
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~~ . -- -- ~:~ -~
-~ ~ • .
d
so - called Welsh Wizard , was ~~~~ . a::. ~~_~C ga ::.~e~ lng s
and in more intimate s urr -:d:.::qs . = ;:;3S5' - ~:: ..:,
dly
and obviously, to everyo e ' s e=ca~ass~e=~ ex~ep=
e
little man himself. Clark L~~~g~~ ~~ -~s a=
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unnecessary piece of information, much to Taylor's
regret.
I reviewed English History, 1914 - 1945 for the
An~als of th7 American Academy of Political and Social
SClences, qUlte favorably, although I wrote Taylor a
private letter pointing out that there were several
d~ze~ typos, mostly in proper names, in the
blbl7ogra~hy. He wro~e back that he and his secretary
had ldentlfle~ some flfty-nine misspellings and would
correct them ln the second edition.
I also reviewed
his The
. Origins of the Second World War , a book which
contInues to be debated in historical circles. Taylor
argued that Adolf Hitler's foreign policy,
superficially different from that of his predecessors,
was really in the tradition of German nationalism from
the time of Bismarck on.
Incidentally, Ian Kershaw, in
his magisterial two-volume biography of Hitler recently
completed, suggest that until the Austrian Anschluss
Hitler's foreign policy, though different in style,
appeared to share the same goals as those of earlier
German leaders. Like most reviewers, I praised the
book, but raised questions about the interpretation.
Taylor
. wrote me a somewhat plaintive little note ,
saYlI:g, "I don't know why my colleagues, especially my
Amerlcan colleagues, take such issue with my
interpretation of Hitler's policy.
I was just trying
to make sense of it." I replied, "Dear Taylor: That's
just the point."
Back to Oxford.
The next morning I had a late
breakfast with Nathan Rosenberg, a former student who
was having a year abroad at Queens College in Oxford.
Nathan had quickly surfaced in one of my undergraduate
courses because he had the worst handwriting I had ever
seen.
It was not simply illegible; it was wholly
impossible to recognize as handwriting.
Instead, what
une saw was a series of straight lines, with slight
accents, trailing their way for page after p~ge of the
blue books we used for exams.
Finally, we hlt upon a
solution. Nathan would wr i te his paper and then come
into the office and type it out so that I could read
it. And when he did, it was quite exceptional. We
became good friends and my wife and I visited wi~h his
mother who was a widow whose husband had worked ln the
silk mills of William Carlos Williams's Paterson.
Next
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replaced long ago.

the y Old?
and drag:e::
tha t s . .. ~
My wife ·...as

When I

get b a c

- , - -

Herald Tribune and I can si c. .:..::
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n

me

-_a::ss
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It turned out that he ~as ~~ and had won a round-the- wor2.ci ::~:.;:
himself for selling more Fore

,

:.:: bed .

Another try.
"We've bee:: ~~
time . Perhaps I can sug ges s--_
to see while you're here. "
"Nah..

~.:::.-

a:::::;::" - - ~~e
a..=.:5. =--ea
_

:=-==:.

~e=~:.a

_____

= ::~ ~s -·:. ~e

=::-"':'::;:'E
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the United States. He s ho~eci =e ::~e ~ __ k
worth of coupons that covered - - _ =~e _e~s
journey.

~s

~;.ci

:..=:." =ea:'er
=
= 39 :ays
~=

::~e

And I had a vision of
::;~-=-a.=-= -e=:: -=:: e g ~ :. ng
from London to Paris to Ro e ~ 8 ~a ~~~ ~~ =s~~-~~ _ ~
Tokyo reading his Hera ld Tr':b" -:e :.~ ea.::;=: =:; = =::e =a..c

"
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hotels on the way. And then coming back to Peoria and
being asked to r e p ort on the rest of the world at a
meeting of the Lions or Elks or maybe the Giraffes.
His conclusion:
"It's a dump!"
Fast forward now about twenty years. Bea and I
were married i n 1973, some time after we had both lost
our first spouses. She had never been to Great Britain
before, having insisted, probably wisely, on seeing
more of this extraordinary country of our own first.
So we rented a car and spent a few weeks in England,
Wales, and Scotland, even stopping in Boston in
Lincolnshire, where I had given the Thanksgiving Eve
address in 1954. Boston is the only place in the UK
that celebrates Thanksgiving.
The legend is - it may
even be fairly accurate - that the Puritan fathers were
let out of jail in Boston on condition that they would
leave and go to the Low Countries. Many settled in
Leyden, from which they later sailed to the new world.
Coincidentally, some thirty years after my Boston
visit, Allan Winkler, when he was a visiting professor
in Amsterdam, gave the Thanksgiving Day address in
Leyden and Bea and I, who were on sabbatical in
England, were there to hear him.
When we finally settled down in London, I took Bea
to lunch at the Senior Cornman Room of the London School
of Economics. Many of our old friends were still
around and we had a pleasant time. When we got
downstairs and into Houghton Street, the cuI de sac
which is the rather unattractive entrance to the
unprepossessing pile of buildings that make up one of
the great academic institutions in the English-speaking
world, my wife started to laugh so hard I thought she
might collapse into the gutter in front of my eyes.
"What's the big joke?" I asked.
She replied when she
had caught her breath, "I've just seen every Agatha
Christie character I ever read about, all in one room."
And she was right. My friend Donald Watt, for
example, ,was in his Oscar Wilde period. He had put on
about thlrty pounds, affected long, flowing hair and an
equally flowing cravat, and favored us with epigrams
that, I'm afraid, hardly had the sparkler of Wilde,
even on one of his bad days.
Or Ragnhild Hatton,
author of a magnificent biography of Charles XII of
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Sweden and a fine st udy of L. ~ age c ~ I :'S XI , who
descended upon Bea like one ::. ~~e g : ~~ us aiden s on
the prow of a Viki ng ship, a~? ~ e c~~s ~ ~~~s~ =orward,
talking incessantly but a \<jays ·,.a"!:""::._:· a:::l ge::e!:"o sly,
reminding me of how good s e ~ad ~ee:: ~~ ~s ~we ty
years earlier.
Then there was -::,:" ~es::. ::!:":.e::ci , -e rge
Grun, one of the Jewish ch i_dre~ ~~= ~a~ ~ee~ s
ggled
out of Austria just bef ore L. e ;'-:S~::-- " ""'S , ::ad won a
scholarship to Trinity Co llege , :a~~:'::9'e , a:-:ci .ad made
a place for himself at LS E as ::.~e ~:.~e~::.~~ :: ::.he
School.
Like Dorothy Sayres ' :. !:":: ==e~e~ ··:'::-.sey, whose
occasional pose as a fool co cea:e~ a s~a=p a~a _ ytic al
mind, George played the c lown , ::.~:.::.::.:.~s ~~::.
chirpingly and excitedly wh i :e a:: ~~- ~:. ~e ~a:'~L.aining
a rigorous posture towards h:.s s "~=e~::. ~~a::. D~ ght
serious students swarming r.::.o ~:.s ~:asses ::.~e bee s to
a honey pot.
One of my fav orite pe D:e ~~~~ 3ea ~~ ::~::. ~e in
the Common Room was or
~e:i::.~~~~ , ··::'0 ::'a:i : ' :s::,
retired from the Sc hoo
= _ ::o-:.~s .
~e
~2e
a
r
diplomatic histor ians of
lS ge::e~a::.:.~:: , . ~ed::.
::. c.
superficially gave the i press:.c:: == ~€:.::s a real
Colonel Blimp, very rese rved , ·.-e~:· ;:~::::-e:!:" , -ery
English, hardly likely e ve ~~ _==e~_a=e s-epp ng
outside the bounds of the
s::. cO~-.-e~::,:,""::a _
c
conventions.
Yet years bac~ , ~e ~:: ~~ e:-: . e
0 a
meeting of the Anglo-Texa hss ~c:. a::,:,~:: , ~~ere I was
introduced to Graham Gree ne a~~ s~-e = ~::ers who did
away wi th a good deal of w.:' s~e:; a::::: ·•..-:.r.e as they
reminisced about their co nnec~:.~:: ~:.::.~ ~he wi d and
woolly Southwest.
Equa l y ::. ::?.:e-:.::- ~ee~ was a book
that Medlicott published ' :.~~:_- ",e::.:: ~:'s wife, hersel f
a distinguished anthropologis::..
=~ ~a s ca led The
Lion's Tail, and cons isted = ~~ O:!:" chree h ndred of
the nastiest things ot hers na sa:.o abo t e E gli sh,
presented in good fun wit a:1
cas:' .. a::' s ap of the
whip about the observers.

0:

We asked the Med lico S L
::.ea a
:e
d Hotel
Russell, where we were s ta :'r.g.
_.e wa:'tress brought a
quite elegant tea serv ice and a:: ass r - e:1t of saIl
sandwiches into the lounge a d we sa : r so e time , a
little awkwardly.
Fina lly, 3ea said t e
agic words ,
"Shall I pour?"
To which rs. Med icot rep ied, "If
you do not, my dear, none of s w ' l_ ave any tea."
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Bea was qui~k on the uptake.
"When I ' m with my mother,
I always walt for her to pour." Of course she didn ' t
say that mother usually served tea in a tall glass for
Bea's father who, like my grandfather, sipped it
through a sugar cube he held between his teeth.
Actually, I don't know about Bea's father, but my
grandfather didn't have to worry about the effect of
sugar on his teeth - they weren't his.
Finally, let me round up this meandering potpourri
with a last recollection. A couple of years before I
returned to the University of Cincinnati in 1977, Dick
Sellers, who was one of the top officers of Johnson and
Johnson, asked me to have lunch with him. We had met
on several civic committees and at the end of a lunch
in one of J and J's private dining rooms, he said, "You
know John HeIdrich is leaving our Vice Presidency for
community Relations to become President of New
Brunswick Tomorrow. Why don't you come over here and
try your hand at his job? I don't know what you do
there at Rutgers across the street, but it can't be all
that different from the job here and I'm certain your
compensation would be about three times as much." To
this day I don't know whether he was being serious, but
I thought for about ten seconds, then replied, "Thanks,
Dick, but I really don't want to make bandaids."
He smiled.

I think he understood.

INSIGHT
April 9 , 2001

Frederick J. McGavran

Insight is essential for successful psychotherapy.
There is no greater catharsis t han shared insight;
conversely there is nothing more frustrating than to
have one's carefully considered conclusions rejected by
some insensitive or dull witted patient or colleague .
Like every other therapist, I have suffered such
rejections.
My contribution has been to eliminate the
stressor instead of sharing the pain.

